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Finesse perfected:
Highlights of Z-gauge

TOP TECHNOLOGY

Production: H0 models at the Märklin plants
Mini Club: What makes the smallest gauge so big

CLUB E XCLUSIVE

Club anniversary 2018: All Z-gauge Annual Cars at a glance
Wanderlust: Impressions of the Club trips in 2018
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Pointing the way ahead: To
promote the finesse of the
Mini Club, which Jürgen Faulhaber sees as his responsibility. The Z-gauge Product
Manager, here with the first
example of the exclusive
special model for 25-year Insider
Club membership, comments
on the 2018 Z-gauge range.
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Hand in hand: The main Märklin factory
and the factory in Györ cooperate,
but each production site also has its
own special domains, such as plastic
injection molding and metal casting.
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Creative: How is the digital world best understood? Easy: Just install
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Märklin digital technology and the lessons learned are incorporated
in large layouts.
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The Club hotline is the central contact point for:
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Emotional kick: The
Märklin campaign
video uses impressive picture language to motivate
people interested in
joining or returning
to the model
railroad world.

By telephone Monday – Friday
1 pm – 5 pm
Tel.: + 49 (0) 71 61/6 08-2 13
Fax: + 49 (0) 71 61/6 08-3 08
E-mail: insider-club@maerklin.com
Post address: Märklin Insider Club,
Postfach 960, 73009 Göppingen, Germany

•• Technical questions about Märklin products
•• Information on current events at Märklin
•• Seeking spare parts
•• Enquiries on the status of an item sent in
for repair

Internet

Dear
Märklin Insiders,
the model railroad unites generations - we want to emphasize this unique
advantage of our hobby as in the previous year with a campaign aimed at
widening the base of our model train community young people, new starters
and those returning to it. This time a video clip is aimed at illustrating the
generation-binding properties of the model railroad and its ability to encourage
spectators at the station to join the active model railroad fraternity. That
Märklin is adopting the right approach here was confirmed by many Club
members at the Open Days in Göppingen in September - and it’s always good
to get approval by our practicing professionals. As a Club member, you can
again support the campaign: It would be enormously helpful if you forward
the link to the online video “Gleis 1” (“Track 1”) to as many potential interested parties as you can. Read more about this on the following pages.
After the Open Days at both of our factories, we describe in another article
how the production network functions. On the layout, what counts is the range
of functions, playability and model quality; insights into the production help
enhance the fascination. After we had collated all the H0 annual cars on a
double-page spread poster for the Club’s Silver Jubilee, now it’s the turn of the
Z-gauge enthusiasts, for whom the product manager responsible will also
comment on the Z range. Two more articles are worthy of your attention. The
Belgian Märklin Insider’s Club builds up digital know-how with realisticallydesigned dioramas and our many exclusive Club trip photos document the
wanderlust of the Insider. Your next outing could well see you heading for
the Märklin stand at the International Model Railway Exhibition in Cologne –
we look forward to seeing you there. And now I hope you enjoy reading
your Club News.
Sincerely,

FLORIAN SIEBER
Managing Director, Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH
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Are you moving?
Please inform us in good time of your new address
so we will know where we can reach you. A simple
application to the post office to forward mail is
unfortunately not enough.
Thanks for your cooperation!
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AUTUMN FAIRS 2018

Experience Märklin live
October 25 - 28, 2018

November 01 - 04, 2018 November 15 - 18, 2018

Photo: pw

October 5 - 7, 2018

IMA Cologne: At the Märklin stand, there are demonstration layouts,
seminars, a special car and a little surprise for the Club members.

N

ew products for the fall, working demonstration
layouts, model information: At the 2018 fall
exhibitions, the pre-Christmas railroad time
can be scheduled excellently. With their Club
card, members enjoy reduced admission prices
to many of these, for example to modell-hobbyspiel in Leipzig (October 5 to 7, 2018, www.modell-hobbyspiel.de). In advance and at the ticket offices on the day, a
day ticket costs 14 euros on Friday and Sunday and 15 euros on Saturday. In the ticket shop (www.modell-hobby-spiel.
de/tickets), Club members get a discounted online ticket for
9.90 euros by entering the exclusive Märklin promotion code
MHS18MKL. For entry to the Modellbau-Messe Vienna (October 25 to 28, 2018, www.modell-bau.at), Club members pay
only 9 euros instead of 13 euros on presentation of their Club
card. Times of opening: 9 am to 6 pm, Sunday to 5 pm. At
Faszination Modellbau (November 1 to 4, 2018, www.faszination-modellbau.de) in Friedrichshafen, Club card holders
receive a discount of 3 euros on the admission price of 15 euros.
Times of opening: 9 am to 6 pm, Sunday to 5 pm. Entrance to
the International Model Railway Exhibition IMA in Cologne

Only available at the IMA in Cologne: H0 special car item 48318 by
Märklin, a high-sided car Omm 52 of the Cologne-Bonn Railroad (KBE)
loaded with scrap.
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November 22 - 25,
2018

(November 15 to 18, 2018, www.modellbahn-koeln.de) costs
Club members only 12 euros instead of 15 euros on production
of their Club card. At the 35th IMA, we welcome Club members
with a small gift at the Club stand. Here, Club models for 2018
can be seen, and the H0 club model 2019 will be presented,
and the public seminars at the stand on model railway technology are also popular. In addition, the H0 special exhibition
car item 48318 (Omm 52) will be available and the Schuco
company will be present with their models on the Märklin
stand. Times of opening: 9 am to 6 pm, Sunday to 5 pm. Once
again, the European N-Scale Convention takes place in the
framework of Modell + Technik November 22 to 25, 2018) in
Stuttgart. The Märklin and Trix stand will be right next to
the module “happening”. Members will receive a one-time
discount on a coupon, which will be redeemed online. Under
www.messe-stuttgart.de/modellundtechnik/coupons, Club
members enter the discount code “maerklin18” in the ticket
category, then click “Code prüfen” (Check code) and a discount
of 2 euros will be deducted from the ticket price (13 euros).
Times of opening: Thursday/Friday 10 am to 6 pm, Saturday/
Sunday from 9 am.
You can also find Märklin exhibition dates on
www.maerklin.de under Erlebnis/Veranstaltungen
(Experience/Events).

Exhibitions in Berlin
and in the DB Museum
The Trix Express Friends Berlin (www.trixstadt.de) are
once more organizing the “Große historische Modellbahnausstellung Berlin” (big historical model railway
exhibition in Berlin) in 2018, with around 40 historic
working layouts, exhibition items and informative
display cabinets. The exhibition takes place on October 27 and 28, 2018 in the Gustav- Heinemann-Oberschule, Haus A, Waldsassener Str. 62, 12279 BerlinMarienfelde, Germany. Also highly recommended:
The 16th Trix Express-day will be presented by the Trix
Express club Germany in the DB Museum Koblenz.
There will be Trix Express model railroad layouts as
well as Trix metal construction kits, running on the
club layout and cab rides on the DB Museum’s E 69 03
in the DB Museum at 56070 Koblenz-Lützel (Schönbornsluster Straße 14, info: www.trixexpressclub.de)
on October 6, 2018.
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CLUB ANNIVERSARY IN 2018

Photographic competition at the IMA

Photo: José Luis Borio

You have the chance to cast a vote in the great photo competition for the 25-year Club anniversary at the International
Model Railway exhibition IMA in Cologne from November
15 to 18, 2018. As you may have seen at the Open Days in
Göppingen, the ten photographs submitted by Club members
of their favorite Club model, shortlisted by a jury, will be
displayed at the Märklin stand. It’s not only the photographers
who can win (see back page of Insider 04/2018): Anyone who
has filled out a ballot slip participates in a draw. As prizes,
Märklin is offering a class 232 diesel locomotive (item 36432)
in H0 or a class 110.3 (item 88414) in Z. It will in any case be
worthwhile to view the exhibition of Club model photographs.
We will be publishing the three prizewinning photographs in
one of the next issues of Club News. 
IMA photo exhibition Club anniversary: Everyone has his own favorite
Club model, but nobody is alone with his opinion. Anyone who casts a
vote in the competition will be entered in a prize draw.

H0 special model out of stock Model railroad exhibition
Ebrachgrund Round Table
For insiders with five years continuous membership of

Photo: Peter Fischer

the Insider Club, Märklin has hitherto offered the exclusive grade measurement car (item 46582) in H0 with a
brakeman’s platform and an integrated water level. This
special model is no longer produced. However, the gap
does not last long: From 2019, the Insider Club offers an
alternative for the five-year anniversaries. More details will
follow shortly.

Photo: Bernd Knaak

Great running day with
Anyone at a meeting of the Märklin Insider Round Table
MIST 4 (www.mist-4.de) will marvel at the speed at which
the table-top layout is set up – the “Ruhrpott” round table
likes to spend as much time on running as possible. As this
pleasure is so contagious, these technically-minded model
railroaders with a great modular layout have taken on an
extra shift at an event in the Old Turning Shop of the former
Mülheim-Speldorf repair workshops. We report on this event
in the next issue of Club News. Many also know the module
construction group of MIST 4, the association Reviermodule
e. V. (www.reviermodule.de).
Their H0 modules designed
around motifs of rail
transport in the Ruhr
region and Bergisches Land
were for example to be
admired at the Märklin
Days/IMA 2017.
märklin insider news 5.2018

Enjoying well-maintained layouts: The REBG Märklinists invite you
back to the Schlüsselfeld model railroad exhibition.

The exhibition of the Model and Local Railroad Friends
Reicher Ebrachgrund (REBG) in Schlüsselfeld repays a visit –
it’s no coincidence that two of the Märklin round table’s
layouts have already been featured in the Märklin Magazin.
The dates to note are November 24 and 25, 2018. In the
town hall in 96132 Schlüsselfeld, Germany (An der Reichen
Ebrach 1) the REBG will have working layouts in H0, Z, N,
and 1 gauges. A model railroad exchange rounds off the
event (www.modellbahnfreunderebg.de). Times of opening:
Saturday 10 am to 5 pm, Sunday 9.30 am to 4.30 pm, admission price adults € 2.50, children from six to twelve years
€ 1.00.
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MINI-CLUB 2018: CONVERSATION WITH PRODUCT MANAGER JÜRGEN FAULHABER

MiniaturiZed perfection
Z-gauge is a Märklin invention and the range on offer to Z fans
remains impressive. This is no accident either: Jürgen Faulhaber,
Product manager Z at Märklin, responds to model railroaders’
requests and mentions some exciting highlights.

T

he Z weekend in Altenbeken is always
a yardstick for the possibilities of
Z-gauge. What impressed you?
Faulhaber: Apart from the wonderful atmosphere? Well, we have
grown accustomed to the levels of
precision in landscape design in recent years,
but the artists have raised the bar once more
in 2018. In terms of track planning, we also
noticed a growing trend for switching puzzles – two developments that perfectly complement our advances in the level of detail and
value of the models. Also of interest is
the ever-greater focus on Z-car control. Simply put: There is a lot
happening on Z-gauge
layouts.

And what feedback did the Mini-Club receive
from Z fans in Altenbeken?
Faulhaber: Our Club model 2018, the steelblue E 41 012 (item 88353) featuring completely new tooling, fills a gap in the fleet
of the large era III generation – we received
quite a number of pats on the back, both
for the choice of model and for its execution with a metal frame, bell armature
motor and LED headlights. I was also
delighted with the praise received for the
steam powered rail car Kittel CidT 8 (item
88145) – with Z fans quick to register the
finely detailed steps, the reproduced
coupler hook and the brake
hoses or the flawless
lettering. That kind
of feedback motivates us.

Demonstration material: Jürgen Faulhaber is the Product Manager for gauges Z and 1 at Märklin – although the level of detail at the premium class
as seen here on the class 78 loco would be “overkill” for the Mini-Club, practical ideas about implementation certainly do filter down through the
personnel interface to level Z.
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Are Märklin’s Z-gauge accessories gaining recognition?
Faulhaber: Nowadays, we cover the area on and beside the railroad with building kits – ranging from depots, roundhouse loco
sheds, turntables and coaling plants to bridges and railroad grade
crossings all the way to controllers, catenary systems and signals.
With our new Duisburg Inner Harbor Crane (item 89769), laser-cut from high-quality architectural cardstock, we’re now also
turning our attention to the transport interface between railroads
and ships. However, our strategy remains the same – we merely
supplement the range of accessories, wherever we become aware
of unfulfilled demand.
In what direction did you point the Märklin Z-range for
2018?
Faulhaber: Although the conceptual approach is unchanged,
the implementation varies. With a mix of new tooling and revisions, we strike a balance in the range of models while taking
motive power into account so that we cover all eras to varying
degrees – from era I with the Royal Württemberg State Railways class C (item 88185) to the Gotthard Panorama Express
(item 81594) of era VI. In addition, we also have the relevant
railroad anniversaries on our radar.
What will be celebrated in particular in 2018?
Faulhaber: We are marking the 90th anniversary of the
“Rheingold” with no less than two trains from eras II and IV –
the golden age of this luxury train. The rolling stock of the train
set “90 Years of the Rheingold” (item 81332) is presented in the
classic paint scheme – the four finely printed salon cars from
around 1931 are complemented by a baggage car with a service

Celebrating
something
unique
Museum loco:
Märklin continues the
popular Z-Edition with the electric
freight loco E 94 056 (item 88227). The loco
from Leipzig’s museum track is produced as a limited
series and comes in a wooden box.

compartment for railroad staff. This dream train is hauled by
a dream loco of the DRG, a class 18.4 express steam locomotive. The wine-red and ivory-colored TEE-car set “Rheingold”
(item 87269) was in service until 1975. The five-car consist also
includes an observation car. For these models, we completely
redesigned the interior details – and motive power is provided
by a popular loco from the class 103.1 (item 88544), which we
also revised. It is powered by a bell armature motor, features
warm white LED lighting and the engine room skylights now
include window inserts.
What do typical model revisions involve?
Faulhaber: On the class C express steam locomotive mentioned above, we refined the controls and the valve gear, the
locomotive frame and body are made of metal and numerous
elements such as rail clearance devices and brakes are reproduced – the tender also runs on prototypical spoked wheels
from era I. Our “Steppenpferd” (prairie pony), the class 24 DB
steam loco (item 88031), has working valve gear and is now
paired for the first time with a type 2’2’ T 26 tender. And to
mention yet another classic model: For the class VT 98 rail
bus control car (item 88166), we modeled the interior details
and made improvements to the paint scheme of the car, as
we did with control car VS 98 (item 88171) – you can now
see the rubber insulation on the three-piece folding doors
as well as the printed lamp rings. Jumping forward in time
to era VI: The Re 4/4 II from the train set “Gotthard Panorama Express” (item 81594) featuring the typical red paint
scheme and rectangular lamps of era VI has mastered the
Swiss change over of headlights: Three white at the front

➞

Decoration: The three-car set
“DRG Liquids Transport”
(item 82318) includes two
acid transport cars –
with 12 “acid pots” and a
brakeman’s cab.

New tooling: The finely detailed type Klm 441 low-sided
car features three times in
the train set “Light Freight
Train” (item 81772) – including cargo.

Accessories: If you’re looking
to load bulk goods, Duisburg Inner Harbor Crane (item 89769)
is the perfect choice for eras IV
to VI. The architectural cardstock lends itself to
aging and weathering.

86237

82342

82343

82341

82102

Doyen of era III: The legendary V 200.0 heavy diesel locomotive of
the DB (item 88203) complete with modeled engine room details
takes full advantage of the power of its bell armature motor with a
train of prototypical Z-gauge heavy freight cars. The type Omm 52
(item 86237) comes loaded with reproduced rusty metal scrap.

Cross-border mobility:
The prototype of the Siemens
type ES 64 F4 electric loco
(item 88195) in service with SBB
has no difficulties with different
power systems – on the Z-gauge
loco, both inner pantographs can
take power from the catenary.

DE TA IL

Mini-Club product highlights
The “Rheingold” luxury train: With the train set “90 Years of the Rheingold” (item 81332, shown above),
the Mini-Club celebrates the elegant long-distance express train in its violet/beige paint scheme from
the 1930s. In era IV, the glamorous Rheingold roared across Europe as a TEE train (item 87269, below)
resplendent in its wine-red and ivory colors, hauled by the famous DB class 103.1 loco (item 88544).
The two trains celebrate milestones in the luxurious express train service.

A new departure: For our first electric loco from
the DB type program of the mid-1950s, we are
releasing a class E 41 loco – the steel-blue Club
model 2018 (item 88353) with its new tooling
captures the spirit of the “Knallfrosch”
(firecracker) as it was also known.

Splash of color: The electric loco of the Re 4/4 II series of SBB
from the “Gotthard Panorama Express” train set (item 81594)
has a new motor and, for the first time, rectangular lower lamps.

Revision: The class 24 loco (item 88031), now with functioning
valve gear, also comes with a type 2’2’ T 26 tender in tow for the
first time. Addition: The passenger car set, item 87040.
Detailing: With reproduced brakes, sand pipes and rail clearance
devices as well as finely detailed valve gear, the class C steam
loco (item 88185) of the K.W.St.E. from era I offers added aesthetic appeal. The Royal Württemberg State Railways express
train loco, with a locomotive body and frame made of metal, also
tows a tender that Märklin has fitted with spoked wheels.

➞ and one red at the rear. On the electric loco ES 64 F4

(item 88195) in the SBB design, the two inner pantographs can
take power from the catenary – and to provide the Siemens
with sufficient traction for cross-border European traffic duties, all axles are powered by the latest generation of motor.
These types of upgrades and added detailing ensure that the
product range represents the state of the art. In this way, we
take the technology from our new tooling and apply it across
the entire fleet.
Speaking of which – what new tooling is there?
Faulhaber: I’ll mention two examples from the freight car
segment. The first of these is the type Eanos-x 052 four-axle gondola, three of which make up the freight car set as
item 82541. This new tooling also incorporates a brake handle and a compressed air tank. A new item for the fall featuring completely new tooling is the type Klm 441 low-sided
car of the DB, three of which are included in the train set
“Light Freight Train” (item 81772) – without a hand brake
but with richly detailed metal sides and truss rods. The prototype with a payload of 24.5 tons (27 US tons) was designed
for bulky goods. The era IV car is therefore ideally suited for
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all types of transport tasks. We also supply hay bales as cargo
along with a tractor and trailer constructed of metal.
Are there models that are consciously aimed at
passionate collectors?
Faulhaber: We are continuing our series of museum locos
with the “Eisenschwein” (iron pig), the handsome DB electric
freight loco E 94 056 (item 88227) from Leipzig Main Station.
The model comes in a wooden box, which includes a metal
replica of the AEG builder’s plate. It’s all about presenting
something special in a special way – the same applies to the
“90 Years of the Rheingold” train set I mentioned earlier,
which comes in exclusively designed “book packaging” that
includes a booklet, a metal reproduction of an original Maffei
builder’s plate and a certificate of authenticity.
Text: Rochus Rademacher;
photos: Kötzle, Märklin
Information about the models mentioned in the interview can
be found using the product database under “Produkte”
(Products) at www.maerklin.de
märklin insider news 5.2018
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Network: The long-established Märklin headquarters (top left) shares the work with the factory in Györ in Hungary,
where rail material and LGB made. A team from the start: Märklin Managing Director Wolfrad Bächle (in the circular
image on the right) and Gabor Kovács, CEO Märklin Hungaria.

MÄRKLIN PRODUCTION NETWORK GÖPPINGEN-GYÖR

Finely-meshed processes
Märklin models are complex
mechatronic products. The manufacturing depth requires an effective combination of automation
and manual work - and the two
works in Göppingen and Györ.

Specialists: At the main factory, Märklin’s development facility,
the zinc die-casting specialists (above) are also located. The works
at Györ in Hungary, as the molds (below) show, has strengths in
plastic injection molding.

M

ärklin started work at Györ in a
small hall 25 years ago – humble
beginnings for today’s state of
the art factory. “The domain of
the main factory in Göppingen
is zinc die-casting and molding finishing
through to electroplating; Györ is responsible for Zand N-gauge and a limited range of H0 production, the
manufacture of rails and models of LGB, which this year
celebrates its 50th anniversary”, says Wolfrad Bächle as
he explains the division of responsibility. The Managing
Director and technical head of production built up
the Märklin factory at Györ in collaboration with
Gabor Kovács. Almost every day trucks run between the
factories, laden with finished products for the distribution
warehouse in Göppingen or with die-cast bodies for
final work in Györ. “Three production planning and
control experts, Hans-Dieter Kölle, Balázs Pintér, and
Ákos Dóka, and their teams make sure that all parts are in
the right place at the right time.” Given the high utilization
factor, works integration provides a critical schedule – if
a machine fails or a bottleneck threatens to develop,

➞
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Step by step

➞

1

Running gear: The
H0 assembly lines
begin inserting the
wheelsets. Z-gauge
and N models are
assembled in Györ.

2
Housing: Separately-applied
parts such as
handles and
pantographs are
fitted to the electric loco 146 575-6
(item 37447).

3

Internal workings:
The centrallylocated highperformance drive
with flywheel is
soldered in the base.

4
Connections: The
circuit board with
mfx+ digital decoder regulates the
inner workings the wiring for
lighting and sound
effects is soldered.

5

Marriage: The
locomotive body
shell is placed
on the chassis installation work
is finished with
this step.

6
Final inspection:
Before the locomotive is allowed in
the packaging, its
running behavior
and its sound and
light functions are
tested.
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production is f lexible enough to be adjusted accordingly. Division of labor however is not necessarily the rule.
H0-Club models for example are produced exclusively
at the main factory. As far as resources are concerned,
Györ has a particularly large range of injection molding
equipment for the rail and LGB production – as a huge
hall constructed as part of the 2014 extension on the wallracks of which clean, well maintained molds await their
turn to be used, demonstrates. Wolfrad Bächle points out
the three traveling cranes that handle loads of up to ten
tonnes and are used to transport molds. “We have around
30 injection machines here with clamping forces between
35 and 600 tonnes. This high pressure is required to get
large parts out of the molds without being distorted and
without depressions, bubbles or streaks.” For the color
specified for the model, a colorless granulate is selected
and mixed with concentrates according to the RAL color
scheme to the defined shade, unless indeed the intended
color is already on hand in an existing colored granulate.
“In zinc die-casting the shapes must be even more
precisely worked than for the plastic injection molding, as
here we reach extreme f low speeds in the mold with zinc
heated to a temperature of precisely 420 degrees Celsius.
A perfect fill of the mold is optimized by simulations.”
Tooling is elementary for Märklin – the company expertise
manifests itself as it were in the molds. On the list of
Märklin quality characteristics, the art of coloring comes
right next to the high-quality metal housings. “Unfortunately, toolmaking and coloring is eye of a needle”, says
the Märklin managing director. “In tampon printing, even
a slight f luctuation in temperature can be enough to cause
the color not to be transferred cleanly onto the model. This
is why our paint-shop is also air conditioned, as well as
the special machines such as the CNC-controlled printing
center, which can apply up to 12 colors on a clamped workpiece.” Due to the water-based paint system we use, the
solvent evaporates very quickly – even here there has to
be automatic or manual adjustment. In the spray painting,
mats in the spray booths trap the solids in the paint; the
extracted air is cleaned in filtration systems located on
the roof. “The technology is absolutely clean and may be
used even in an urban environment.”
The hand painting is impressive as well. “Predominantly women work here in Györ and Göppingen with
a steady hand. The body shells and parts have already
undergone initial finishing and places which are inaccessible to machines are now touched up with accurate
brush strokes.” Märklin invests up to three minutes work
in this manual finishing, because model railroaders
appreciate professionalism and authenticity. Hand work
is also involved in the reworking of castings – whether
plastic or metal castings: To draw the very last
element of perfection from the molds is enormously
expensive and would also impact adversely on the prices
of the models. “At the moment I see no more efficiency
potential achievable in the manufacturing facilities.” Wolfrad Bächle is well satisfied by the processes.
“The coexistence of the factory sites also includes the
märklin insider news 5.2018
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Manufacture: Despite a high
degree of automation even
small parts - as seen here connecting rods for a steam
locomotive – are perfectly
fitted by hand in Györ.

staff. Over 70 Göppingen staff traveled privately to the
2018 Open Day to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
Györ plant.”
With a new H0 design, the one-time costs involved quickly
accumulate to an amount well into six figures in euros.
“Because up to ten molds can be required for zinc
die-casting, and for plastic injection molding up to
30 molds”, says Wolfrad Bächle, highlighting one major
cost factor. “This is why teams from product management,
tool design and construction, development and
production, controlling as well as procurement brood over
a locomotive proposal.” The decision for a new tooling
is made long before implementation – it often takes
two years from the idea to the model: The new models
program is the basis for production planning - the main
factory in Göppingen and the factory in Györ know mediumand long-term, what to expect. Currently, the Göppingen
management discusses production questions with
Hungary by means of video conference. There are
basic production departments such as toolmaking, paintshop and assembly at both locations; the work processes
and the quality system are standardized. Also, at the
Göppingen headquarters there are across the board
and service functions such as product management,
documentation, electronic development, service and
marketing, sales and the Märklin Engineering GmbH
as an innovation center.

Hand painting: The coloring machines cannot reach every point on
some models so an accurate brush stroke compensates for that.

Text: rr; photos: Kötzle, rr
The special supplement in the Club mailing 04/2018 on the
25th anniversary of the Györ plant can also be found online
as a download in the Club area under www.maerklin.de

High-tech for workpieces: Toolmaking also designs devices for parts of
a model as here the H0 bi-level cars (left). Such important production
resources/tools (above) are manufactured today at low cost by 3-D
printers instead of with the metal cutter.
märklin insider news 5.2018
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All Z-gauge
1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

(88662)

(88215)

(88658)

(80306)

(80307)

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

(80313)

(80314)

(80315)

(80316)

(80317)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

(80321)

(80322)

(80323)

(80324)

(80325)

2016

(80326)

2017

2018

(80327)

(80328)

(88294)

Insider Annual Cars
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

(80308)

(80309)

(80310)

(80311)

(80312)

2008

2009

2010

(80318)

(80319)

(80320)

Traction: Class 96 locomotives
(item 88294) saw service on
heavy freight trains and in pusher
operation on steep gradients –
so the exclusive Mallet-type
steam locomotive has no
trouble in pulling away with
the long train of 26 Z-gauge
annual cars. Each member
can order one example
of the Insider anniversary
model from his MHI
retailer with the
Club card.

Impressive imagery: With expressive images, the Märklin
YouTube video for the “Gleis 1” (Track 1) campaign centers around a grandfather’s
and grandchild’s shared enjoyment of playing with model railroads.

THE “GLEIS 1” (TRACK 1) CAMPAIGN: MÄRKLIN BRINGS GENERATIONS TOGETHER

Sharing emotions,
associating emotions
In 2017, Märklin scored a coup with the treasure hunt campaign.
Now, Märklin is launching a video campaign on YouTube that aims
to attract fans back to the hobby. Märklin’s Marketing Director
Jörg Iske and Sales Director Lutz Gisbert explain how it works.
Was the concept of the exchange campaign of 2017
“Deutschland sucht den Märklin Schatz”
(Germany seeks the Märklin treasure) a success?
Iske: Absolutely. We reached a great many people who remembered the happy hours spent playing with model railroads in their
childhood. The atmospheric scene of a grandfather and grandchild who discover old treasures in the attic, who experience
the model railroad as a shared hobby and spend precious time
together – this image actually reflects the reality. “I finally have the
time and the grandchildren are old enough, so now I want to get
back to model railroading” – this is something we often overhear
at exhibitions. The campaign’s core message received a similarly
positive response. Many people didn’t even have any old items that
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they could exchange for the digital starter set – but still made their
way to their nearest MHI dealer. The campaign also attracted large
numbers of new entrants to the hobby.
What was the feedback from retailers?
Gisbert: Overall, the feedback is extremely positive – naturally
there were regional differences because urban areas benefited
from additional advertising on billboards and means of transport.
Consequently, dealers suddenly had up to 60 percent new customers
in their stores. Those who make the most of this opportunity will
attract new regular customers. Word is spreading in the model
railroad industry that Märklin is doing something for bricks-andmortar retailers. We have also set up the dealer support platform
märklin insider news 5.2018
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Jörg Iske,
Ma rketing Di rec tor at Mä
rkl

“We must work together to
grow the customer base for
model railroads – and the
only way to do that is to
attract new fans.”
in

“We are also counting on the
support of Club members, who
can galvanize those contemplating a return to the hobby by
sharing the campaign link.”
www.mhi-portal.eu, while our dealer “Fachakademie” (professional
academy) assists retailers in the areas of business management and,
in particular, in providing professional advice to customers.
But doesn’t this also help your competitors?
Gisbert: Yes, and what’s wrong with that? We must work together to
grow the customer base for model railroads. We believe that the only
way to secure the industry’s long-term future is by attracting new fans
to model railroading – be they young people, new entrants or fans returning to the hobby. Supporting the dealers is every bit as important.
Iske: The fact that we are pursuing this strategy in the interests of
the model railroader community is borne out by the active support
of many Club members and other dedicated model railroad experts,
who mobilized their friends and acquaintances to get behind the
campaign last year – that really helped the objective of making the
model railroad hobby more attractive again.
This support will be just as important in the 2018 campaign,
which focuses on spreading a YouTube video. What do you
have in mind?
Gisbert: On November 1, the lavishly produced video “Gleis 1”
(Track 1) will be released on the Märklin YouTube channel. Following the precedent set by the treasure campaign, this video will also
highlight the cross-generational importance of model railroads –
one of the hobby’s core values, after all. We are noticing that social
digital media result in a growing lack of communication between the
oldest and the youngest generations. Model railroads and modelmaking can bridge this gap – or do you know of any other hobby
that brings these generations together? Children up to a certain
age also appreciate it when they can be creative with adults. What’s
more, grandfathers and grandchildren complement one another in
terms of their abilities – planning, technical expertise and benevolent project management combine with a nonchalant attitude to
digital technology, a love of playing and a delight in getting things
done. Of course, the parents’ generation is not excluded from this
either, but the simple fact is that the other generations have more
time.
märklin insider news 5.2018

Lutz Gisbert,
Sales Di rec tor at Mä rkl
in

What is the message of the video?
Iske: Grandfather and grandchild playing together with the model
railroad – a memory they will cherish for the rest of their lives.
Without giving away too much, I can say that Christmas plays a
role, as does the legendary blue Märklin transformer. It’s a familiar
situation for many people: Relaxed interaction, learning from and
with one another, solving little problems together and learning more
about a hobby that offers an enjoyable and absorbing escape for a
time from the hectic world outside. The aspect of learning from
one another should not be underestimated – it helps engender mutual respect, for instance, because Grandpa know so much about
locomotives and the grandchild is a digital native who isn’t the
least bit fazed by digital control systems. As such, it will be another
campaign to encourage people to return to the hobby, only this time
the use of a YouTube video as a communication channel will dial
back the age of the target group by about ten years – after all, the
core target group of people aged 40-plus has long since embraced
social media such as Facebook or WhatsApp, so the link to a wellmade video will be shared very quickly. Once again, we are putting
our faith in the appetite for communication among Club members,
who also have an interest in helping us attract new fans to our hobby.
Gisbert: Recommendations by experienced model railroaders
emerged as one of the most important catalysts during the 2017
campaign – it would be fantastic if these Insiders also helped this
campaign to go viral by sharing the Märklin YouTube or landing
page link under the heading: “Hey, you have to check this out.”
Incidentally, this particular media channel has a positive side-effect:
The digitally savvy youth, who are already prolific consumers of
YouTube content, will engage with Märklin as a brand through this
video. Therefore, it also helps raise awareness of the brand.

➞
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You mentioned the landing page. What happens if the video
has the desired effect?
Iske: Those who respond to the emotional message will be directed
to the landing page www.maerklin.de/gleis1, where they can view
the video again. Anyone who wants to bring those memories back
to life can register and will receive an information pack by mail. It
contains a voucher for a digital starter set containing models that
relate directly to the movie – the starter set costs 269.99 euros in
stores, however, the voucher offers a significant discount to fans
returning to the hobby, as the set will only cost them 199.99 euros.
In addition, there is a voucher for a gift also associated with the
theme of the movie, and this can be redeemed at authorized
retailers – the landing page will also provide a handy search
function for MHI dealers.
This viral campaign will benefit the over-the-counter MHI
dealers directly, won’t it?
Gisbert: Yes, even those who only want to redeem the gift voucher
will still have to find out where the nearest MHI dealer is. And if the
voucher for the starter set is redeemed, then it’s up to the dealers to
offer the right advice in order to secure a regular customer in 2018.
The information pack also contains a voucher for the full catalog
and the catalog of models aimed at beginners as well as a voucher
for a trial copy of Märklin Magazin. And for those returning model
railroads, a brochure packed with tips and advice on getting started
will correct any memories they may have of model railroads with

masses of cables – something that no longer applies in the world of
digital model railroads. The MHI dealers also have another opportunity to profit by distributing the video link to regular customers.
There is also a digital starter set for DC users – with the same loco
class, different rolling stock. After all, there are also many model
railroaders who grew up with Trix H0.
Who produced the movie?
Iske: The movie is produced by a new company called Leberg –
by a team led by the duo of Karli Baumann and Eugen Merher,
students at the Film Academy Baden-Württemberg, who surprised
us with no less than seven realization concepts. It was shot at the
Railway Museum at Haapsalu in Estonia – with a large film crew,
sophisticated camera technology for special effects and fog
machines to create the perfect lighting mood. These young people
perfectly captured the core of the brand and the emotional experience
that playing with model railroads provides across all generations.
We are really proud of how it turned out and are excited to see
how the movie with its heartwarming message will be received. As
a small tribute to the professionalism of the producers, we decided
to call the station in the movie “Leberg”.
Text: pw/rr; photos: Kötzle, Leberg, Märklin, Martin Meese
You can find out more about the major campaign “Gleis 1”
(Track 1) by Märklin online at www.maerklin.de/gleis1

“Securing the next generation”
Nobody needs to explain to Martin Meese how much pleasure the
“cooperation” between grandfather and grandson can provide, and how
important it is to pass on the love of model railroads. The founder of the
Dortmund round table DoIT sent the editorial office this photo spanning
the generations (right), which he entitled: “Securing the next generation”
(see also the Club News 06/2017 and 03/2018). Insider Lutz Hemmerich
(portrait in Club News 03/2018) is also keeping the younger generation
entertained: “For my youngest grandchild at the age of three, the most
important button on the Central Station was the one for the ICE signal
horn. He now has his own first battery-powered TGV.”
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Promotional models
August/September 2018
4415.646 “Oktoberfest 2018”

8600.169 „Oktoberfest 2018”

Märklin Flagship Store, Bahnhofsplatz 7 (Karstadt), 80335 Munich, Germany, Tel.: +49 (0) 89/24 20 66 36, epost@maerklin-store-muenchen.com,
www.maerklin-store-muenchen.com

4415.647 “Ihre Apotheke vor Ort” (Your local pharmacy)

4415.648 “Insiders recruit Insiders”

LAV SOFO-MARKT, 70174 Stuttgart, Germany.
Available via the online shop www.lav-sofo-markt.de

For recruiting a new member to the Märklin Insider Club or Trix Club,
this car is available immediately as a bonus. More information about
this reward on the back cover.

4415.649 “25 Years of Märklin Hungaria”

94510 “Museum VSM Apeldoorn”

This car was produced on the occasion of the 50-year LGB anniversary
and the 25th anniversary of the Märklin factory in Györ. On the Open
Day in Györ, each employee received this car as a memento.

Once only series. Available from all retailers who participated in the
retailer’s day in the Netherlands in 2018.

98153 „Engel“

4424.039 “Andreas Stihl” (with load)

Conrad Electronic, Tel.: +49 (0) 96 04/40 87 87,
kundenservice@conrad.de, www.conrad.de

Eisenbahn-Treffpunkt Schweickhardt GmbH & Co. KG,
Biegelwiesenstraße 31, 71334 Waiblingen-Beinstein,
Germany, Tel.: +49 (0) 7151/3 40 76,
ets@modelleisenbahn.com,
www.modelleisenbahn.com

8617.141 „Altenbeken 2018“

98148 „Sachsenwelle“

98160 „Westheimer Pilsener“

98161 „Westheimer Graf Stolberg“

www.1zu220-shop.de, +49 (0) 29 94/98 89-60, info@1zu220-shop.de

märklin insider news 5.2018
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INSIDERS BELGIUM

Digital learning diorama
New technology is best understood by those who use it. This is
why members of the Insiders Club of Belgium have built H0 marshaling yards which are equipped with Märklin digital technology.

T

he members of the Märklin Insider Club Belgium
have always been curious. “From the beginning,
our meetings with workshops have been enriched
by covering all facets of model railroading – right
from the original, to the model to the design of
landscape and layout operation”, says Hans Van
Den Berge, Club organizer and Märklin Customer Services,
Belgium. Especially the 15 members who come regularly,
proved particularly adventurous. “To get into multi-train and
digital control, the idea was proposed that everyone should
build a module for switching operations, in which core Märklin
digital components are installed – home signals, distant signals
as well as feedback decoders s88 / L88 or the m83/m84 decoders
for solenoid items”, the group leader said. “We work with
the CS2 and CS3, use iTrain for controlling the computer –
the solution is user-friendly and ideal, if you only want to
automate parts of the model railway control and manually

operate the rest.” Construction took one and a half years –
the first completed module traveled to the IMA/Märklin Days
in 2017 and was much admired. “Learning by doing – trial
and error is a good way to get a grip on technology”, is the
conclusion drawn by Hans Van Den Berge. “In digital
technology, you must understand the basic principle: Either
something works or it doesn’t, there are no gray areas.” With
the modules, which theoretically can be linked in series, the
Insiders now have the expertise necessary to use the technique
on large layouts with confidence. 
Text: rr; photos: Kötzle
Contact: Hans Van Den Berge, Märklin Customer Service
Belgium/Luxembourg, Tel.: + 31 (0) 9/2 45 47 56
(Monday: 8 to 10 p.m., Sunday 10 to 12 noon),
e-mail: customerservice@marklin.be
Insider Club Belgium: Under the guidance of
Hans Van Den Berge (center), the members
have fabricated elaborate learning dioramas
with shunting operations. The aim of the
project is practical dealing with digital
technology such as signals and
decoders by Märklin, as well as
the controls of CS2/3.
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Design: Within the framework of the training dioramas by the InsiderClub Belgium, they also made the trees themselves and ballasted the tracks.

Learning module Insiders Belgium: The control of turnouts and
color-light track-block signals are part of the dispatcher’s job.

Insider meeting in Denmark
For the first meeting of MIST Zealand (www.mistzealand.dk) in Denmark, approximately 30 Märklin
enthusiasts gathered. “We meet every third Tuesday
in the month until April 2019”, reported contact man
Ulrik Røikjær Thomsen (email: ulrik@marklin4me.
dk, meeting point: DK-2605 Brøndby, Vallensbækvej
20 B). “There are experienced model railroaders and
beginners and everyone agreed that different levels
of knowledge and approaches to model railroads are
advantages, as they encourage fruitful dialog.” Apart
from general shop talk, there was also an appreciable
exchange of knowledge at the first meeting: Peter Topp
Engelsted Jonasen gave an outline of Märklin
digital control technology from the 6021 to the CS3
plus, also practically demonstration. “The name MIST
Zealand was chosen because most come from
Denmark’s largest island Sjælland”, explains Ulrik
Thomsen. “Our catchment area ranges from Copenhagen to Holbæk and Næstved.”

Buildings: Not only weathering buildings was on the agenda,
but also the lighting such as here at the gantry signal tower.

Replacement: Club
themes are
models,
digital technology and
the layout
construction.
Theme: The Belgian diorama radiates the atmosphere of German shunting operations because otherwise German signals would be out of place.
märklin insider news 5.2018
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CLUB TRIPS 2018: SWITZERLAND/HARZ

If you want
to take a trip

Brilliant: It goes without saying that a Club trip to the Rhaetian Railway also takes
in the Landwasser Viaduct – and Insider Peter Daum snapped the excursion train with the series Ge 4/4
loco of the RhB. This is no ordinary electric locomotive: Märklin arranged to have it decorated with an LGB advertising design to mark the
50th anniversary of LGB in 2018. During the trip, Märklin Managing Director Wolfrad Bächle (photo above, right) paid the Club members a visit.

A vacation getaway with the Club – many members treated
themselves during the Club anniversary year in 2018: Relaxation
and exclusive railroad encounters, stimulating company and
technical discussions on all aspects of model railroads.

Y

ou can trust in Peter Daum. A photo of the Landwasser
Viaduct from one of the Club trips in 2018? No problem
because the Insider and his camera are almost always
on hand during the adventure trips. On the tour jointly
organized with our travel partner Bahnreisen Sutter, not
only did he capture the Ge 4/4 of the Rhaetian Railway
displaying the delightful LGB design in Klosters, on viaducts and in
Samedan – his treasury of photographs also includes photos of Club
members turning a loco at the station in Sumvitg-Cumpadialis on
the “Vorderrheinlinie” and of conversations with Märklin Managing
Director Wolfrad Bächle at the station in Illanz. For the anniversary
year of the Märklin Insider Club and the now 50-year-old LGB, the
Managing Director accompanied the group – and was a valued conversational partner. There is probably nobody who knows more about
the production of model railroad at Märklin, and he is so obsessed
with prototypes that he even has a Köf 9001 on his garage roof at home.
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The Club anniversary trip to Saxony, organized in conjunction with LGB Tours (www.lgbtours.de), was no less enjoyable.
Narrow-gauge railway trips, experiencing railroad engineering at
first hand, model railroad layouts – this is what makes the hobby
so enjoyable. The ten-day journey alternated between city visits in
Dresden and Meissen and experiences of nature and engineering
on seven narrow-gauge railways – beginning with the Dresden’s
“Parkeisenbahn” (Park Railway), followed by the Lössnitz Valley
Railway and all the way to the Weisseritz Valley Railway, the oldest
narrow-gauge railway in Saxony.
Text: rr; photos: Peter Daum, John Rogers, Gregor Sutter
Photo impressions of the Club trips in 2018 are also
available online in the Club area at www.maerklin.de
(see “Galerie”).
märklin insider news 5.2018
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Group photo on the Rhaetian Railway (top): Club
members in high spirits in front of RhB loco 107 of the
type G 4/5. Märklin Managing Director Wolfrad Bächle
(fifth to the right of the LGB flag) revealed that even
the Rhaetian Railway management are smitten by the
LGB advertisement loco (see page 20).
Turning the train in Sumvitg-Cumpadialis (left):
Club members’ knowledge of turntables is not
limited to the ones on their model railroad layouts.
Group photo on the Weisseritz Valley Railway
(bottom): The narrow-gauge railway in the Eastern
Ore Mountains has been in operation since 1883 –
yet another sensational experience for Club members during the ten-day railroad tour of Saxony.
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Digital info days
Germany
Venue

Retailers

Address

Time*

Date

10589 Berlin

Modellbahnen am Mierendorffplatz

Mierendorffplatz 16

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 06, 2018

10789 Berlin

Modellbahn Turberg

Lietzenburger Staße 51

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

December 04, 2018

26452 Sande

Modellbahn Breiter Inh. Bernhard Breiter

Hauptstraße 95

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 23, 2018

32425 Minden

Modellbahn Schiffer

Stiftsallee 75

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 09, 2018

33332 Gütersloh

Modellbahnladen Fortenbacher

Kampstraße 23

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 08, 2018

40217 Düsseldorf

Menzels Lokschuppen & Töff-Töff GmbH

Friedrichstraße 6

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 13, 2018

48153 Münster

Modellbahnen Walter Licht GmbH

Hammerstraße 157

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 13, 2018

54290 Trier

Spielzeugparadies Gerd Klein

Nagelstraße 28

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 31, 2018

54516 Wittlich

Modellbahnshop Kön

Trierer Straße 17–19

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 16, 2018

55130 Mainz

Märklin Store Mainz

Wormser Straße 19

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 19, 2018

58095 Hagen

Modell Pelzer

Potthofstraße 2

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 12, 2018

66589 Merchweiler

ModellbahnShop - Saar

Auf Pfuhlst 5

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

December 04, 2018

67071 Ludwigshafen

Spielwaren Werst

Schillerstraße 3

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 09, 2018

67655 Kaiserslautern

Diba

Königstraße 20–22

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 08, 2018

69214 Eppelheim

Modellbahn Schuhmann

Schützenstraße 22

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 17, 2018

69469 Weinheim

Heinrich Grimm Eisenwarenhandlung

Grabengasse 7

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 18, 2018

71546 Aspach

Seitz Modellbahnen

Kirchberger Straße 6

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 27, 2018

71638 Ludwigsburg

Spielwaren Zinthäfner

Solitudestraße 40

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 09, 2018

72555 Metzingen

Modellbahn West Metzingen

Stuttgarter Straße 5

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 19, 2018

73235 Weilheim

Scheufele

Kirchheimer Straße 10

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 11, 2018

74072 Heilbronn

Hobby-Eberhardt GmbH

Allerheiligenstraße 8

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 10, 2018

78713 Schramberg

Eisenstorz der Spielzeugladen

Schillerstraße 55

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 23, 2018

80992 München

Modellbahnprofis Riffler OHG

Feldmochinger Straße 35

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 18, 2018

83646 Bad Tölz

Anton Berger Tölzer Modellbahn-Stüberl

Bahnhofplatz 8

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

December 06, 2018

87435 Kempten

Jahn und Heinrich

Ellharter Straße 6

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 31, 2018

90402 Nürnberg

Eisenbahn Dörfler Inh. Rudolf Böhlein

Färberstaße 34–36

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

November 28, 2018

Venue

Retailers

Address

Time*

Date

8020 Graz

K+K Modellbahnen

Lazarettgasse 18

10.00 am – 06.00 pm

October 24, 2018

Switzerland
Venue

Retailers

Address

Time*

Date

3018 Bern

Bahnorama Modelleisenbahnen

Brünnenstrasse 106

Ask at your retailers

October 04, 2018

3930 Visp

Furger Anton GmbH

Kleegärtenstrasse 24a

Ask at your retailers

October 06, 2018

4460 Gelterkinden

Hobby-Shop GmbH

Ribistrasse 10

Ask at your retailers

October 03, 2018

8162 Steinmaur

Modelleisenbahnen H. R.

Wehntalerstrasse 4

Ask at your retailers

October 02, 2018

Netherlands
Venue

Retailers

Address

Time*

Date

3512 GS Utrecht

Märklin Store Utrecht

Minrebroederstraat 25

10.30 am – 04.30 pm

November 24, 2018

3811 CC Amersfoort

ModeltreinCentrum Amersfoort

Krommestraat 16

10.30 am – 04.30 pm

December 08, 2018

Venue

Retailers

Address

Time*

Date

10154 Torino

Artuffo G. Di Giovanni Lampitelli & C.SNC

Corso Giulio Cesare 82

Ask at your retailers

October 05, 2018

Italy

* A sk your Märklin dealer directly whether they break for lunch.
Please register for the info days with the retailer sponsoring the event at least a week in advance.

Austria

CLUB COOPERATION PARTNER BLUE BRIX

Enormous fun for all

T

he Club cooperation partner Blue
Brix operates the largest miniature and model railroad
demonstration layout in
Southern Germany. On
the various layouts of
gauges H0 and G with a surface
area of around 730 square meters
(7857 square feet) on two floors, the
visitor can expect lovingly crafted
details and plenty of trains running: Over 2,500 meters (8,200 feet)
of track have been laid and over 200
trains, from ICE to steam-hauled,
are operating. The 440-square-meter
(4,735 square feet) H0 layout “From the
North Sea to the Alps” is modeled with typical
German landscapes – such as the North Sea coast,
Lüneburg Heath, the Ruhr region and the Rhine valley, the
central highlands, the Lake Constance region, and finally the
Alps. In the night simulation, more than 25,000 LEDs create
the atmosphere and a magnificently-colored electronic fireworks
display explodes in the night sky over the mountains. Another
section of the H0 layout (area: 130 square meters – 426 square
feet) is devoted to the city of Straubing. In the foreground the
Straubing city center is modeled, with city tower and city hall,
water tower, and Straubing Castle. Noteworthy also Straubing
Zoo, the famous Gäuboden folk festival and the Basilica of St.
Jakob – in the model, the approximately 90-meter-high (295’)
tower of the original is 1.03 meters (3’6”) high. In the night simulation, authentically-modeled colored church windows light
up and church bells ring out at the push of a button. Attractions in the Blue Brix include the journey with the VR coaster
with virtual reality goggles, in the 5D-cinema the visitor with
3D glasses, moving seats and special effects is directly in the
film and the immersive train invites you to travel back in time
to Indians, pirates, and dinosaurs – the engineer finds his way
back to the future. For fans of the full-scale railroad the bistro
is worth a visit, where the large panoramic windows offer views

of the tracks on the busy main line between
Regensburg and Passau. Club members
qualify for a discount of 1.– euro on
the entrance fee on presentation of
their Club card. Opening times of
the Blue Brix are Thursday 1 pm
to 6 pm, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
and public holidays from 10 am.
Visits outside the regular opening
times are possible for groups.
Contact:
Blue Brix – Straubinger Wunderwelten,
Geiselhöringer Straße 23c, 94315
Straubing, Germany, info@bluebrix.de,
www.bluebrix.de, Tel.: +49 (0) 94 21/5 32 51 00

Text: CN; photos: Blue Brix
A current list of all Club cooperation partners can be found as
a download file in the club area
under www.maerklin.de
City atmosphere: One section of the
layout shows Straubing (on the right), and
even the Gäuboden folk festival (below).

Busy operations: There are over 200 trains to follow at Blue Brix on the model railroad layouts – also in Lindau station (below, right).
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Insiders recruit Insiders

Any member recruiting a new member for the Club
will receive an attractive bonus of his choice in fact, we have just added a new special model
in H0. And because we are celebrating 25 years
of the Märklin Insider’s Club, you also have the
chance to win a CS3.*

ONE OF THESE PREMIUMS IS GUARANTEED:

NEW

1: Exclusive H0 special car
•• Exclusively produced H0 special car with

unique printing: A collage of the Märklin
catalog titles 1957 (class V 200) and 1966/67
(class 103), as well as the historical Märklin
company logo

•• Only for those taking part in this campaign
GUTSCHEIN

2: Exclusive Z-gauge special car

3:
GUTVoucher
SCHEIN

Als Dankeschön
für
erhalten Sie eine ein neu geworbenes Clubmitg
lied
n Warengutsche
in über

30 Euro (35 CHF, 40

•• Exclusively produced special car in Z-gauge,

USD)

Dieser Gutschei
n kann bei eine
m MHI-Fachhän
eingelöst werd
dler bzw. im Ausl
en. Er wird auf
and bei einem
den Kauf eines
aktuellen Sorti
Fachhändler Ihrer
sofort lieferbare
ments angerech
n Märklin, Trix
Wahl
net. Der Gutschei
Auszahlung eine
oder LGB Prod
n ist an keinen
s eventuellen Rest
uktes des
Mindesteinkau
betrages ist nich
fswert gebunden
t möglich.
. Die
Clubmitglied:

printed with historical motifs

Mitgliedsnummer:

•• Only for those taking part in this campaign

Unterschrift Club

mitglied:

Händler-Numm

er:

er:

Unterschrift:

Mitgliedsnummer:

E 298139

Online or download

Unterschrift Club

mitglied:

Händler-Numm

er:

There are three methods of registration.
1: You download the form to be completed as a PDF file under
www.maerklin.de in the Club area (see “Downloads”).
2: The interested party registers online under
www.maerklin.de/Clubs.
Important: The registration code is MWM_MA.18
3: You register in writing via the enclosed flyer “Insiders recruit
Insiders”.

Als Dankeschön
für
erhalten Sie eine ein neu geworbenes Clubmitg
lied
n Warengutsche
in über

30 Euro (35 CHF, 40

USD)

Dieser Gutschei
n kann bei eine
m MHI-Fachhän
eingelöst werd
dler bzw. im Ausl
en. Er wird auf
and bei einem
den Kauf eines
aktuellen Sorti
Fachhändler Ihrer
sofort lieferbare
ments angerech
n Märklin, Trix
Wahl
net. Der Gutschei
Auszahlung eine
oder LGB Prod
n ist an keinen
s eventuellen Rest
uktes des
Mindesteinkau
betrages ist nich
fswert gebunden
t möglich.
. Die
Clubmitglied:
Mitgliedsnummer:

Stempel MHI-Hän

Unterschrift Club

dler:

Hinweis für den
zur Gutschrift an Händler: Bitte senden Sie diesen
Stuttgarter Str. die Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH Gutschein
55–57, 73033 Göppi
, Abt. Vertrieb,
ngen.

Participation
deadline:
October 31,
2018

dler:

GUTSCHEIN

USD)

Dieser Gutschei
n kann bei eine
m MHI-Fachhän
eingelöst werd
dler bzw. im Ausl
en. Er wird auf
and bei einem
den Kauf eines
aktuellen Sorti
Fachhändler Ihrer
sofort lieferbare
ments angerech
n Märklin, Trix
Wahl
net. Der Gutschei
Auszahlung eine
oder LGB Prod
n ist an keinen
s eventuellen Rest
uktes des
Mindesteinkau
betrages ist nich
fswert gebunden
t möglich.
. Die
Clubmitglied:

Unterschrift:

Stempel MHI-Hän

Hinweis für den
zur Gutschrift an Händler: Bitte senden Sie diesen
Stuttgarter Str. die Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH Gutschein
55–57, 73033 Göppi
, Abt. Vertrieb,
ngen.

Als Dankeschön
für
erhalten Sie eine ein neu geworbenes Clubmitg
lied
n Warengutsche
in über

Great special campaign for the Club anniversary:

mitglied:

Händler-Numm

GUTSCHEIN

30 Euro (35 CHF, 40

USD) to the
value of 30 euros
(35 CHF, 40 USD),
to be redeemed at
your MHI retailer
Unterschrift Club

dler:

Hinweis für den
zur Gutschrift an Händler: Bitte senden Sie diesen
Stuttgarter Str. die Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH Gutschein
55–57, 73033 Göppi
, Abt. Vertrieb,
ngen.

Central Station 3
to be won*

••

Dieser Gutschei
n kann bei eine
m MHI-Fachhän
eingelöst werd
dler bzw. im Ausl
en. Er wird auf
and bei einem
den Kauf eines
aktuellen Sorti
Fachhändler Ihrer
sofort lieferbare
ments angerech
n Märklin, Trix
Wahl
net. Der Gutschei
Auszahlung eine
oder LGB Prod
n ist an keinen
s eventuellen Rest
uktes des
Mindesteinkau
betrages ist nich
fswert gebunden
t möglich.
. Die
Clubmitglied:
Mitgliedsnummer:

Stempel MHI-Hän

Unterschrift:

Als Dankeschön
für
erhalten Sie eine ein neu geworbenes Clubmitg
lied
n Warengutsche
in über

30 Euro
A (35voucher
CHF, 40

mitglied:

Händler-Numm

er:

Unterschrift:

Stempel MHI-Hän

dler:

Hinweis für den
zur Gutschrift an Händler: Bitte senden Sie diesen
Stuttgarter Str. die Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH Gutschein
55–57, 73033 Göppi
, Abt. Vertrieb,
ngen.

* All participants will be entered in a draw for the CS3. The prize
(item 60226) cannot be paid out in cash. There is no right of appeal.

Join in now – to register, go to www.maerklin.de/Clubs
Good to know: You will receive your selected bonus as soon as the membership fee of the referral has been received by us.
Self-recruitment is prohibited and only those who were not members of the Märklin Insider Club in the last year can be recruited.

